
 

Women’s Apparel  

(Prices may vary) 

 

Blouse (shirt) to be taken in       $65   

Blouse (shirt) hem         $35 

Blouse (shirt) regular sleeve length hem     $35   

Blouse (shirt) original sleeve length hem     $45   

Blouse (shirt) add two darts        $30 

Blouse shirt button to be added   ( $1.00 each )                        $1 

T-shirt (jersey) to be taken in        $30   

T-shirt (jersey) length of body to be shortened    $25 

Spaghetti straps length to be shortened      $35 

Regular straps length to be shortened      $45   

Sweater to be taken in         $65 

Sweater sleeve length hem        $65   

Sweater hole repair          $20 

Dress jacket to be taken in        $85   

Dress jacket sleeve length hem        $45   

Dress jacket sleeve length hem w/ buttons      $65 

Dress jacket button to be added     ( $5.00 each )                         $5 

Dress jacket length of body to be shortened     $85   

Dress jacket relining         $150    

Dress jacket pocket repair       $25  

Dress jacket pocket to be replaced         $45



 

Jacket zipper to be replaced   $65 + the cost of the zipper                $65+ 

Coat sleeves to be shortened       $60   

Coat sleeves with buttons to be shortened     $70    

Coat to be taken in          $130 

Coat length of body to be shortened       $130    

Coat relining          $185 + cost of fabric                         $185+ 

Dress pants waist to be taken in or let out     $45 

Dress pants request to close the pockets  ($10 each)                        $10 

Dress pants remove the pockets completely     $45   

Dress pants zipper replacement w/zipper      $45 

Dress pants (slimming the width of legs also known as tapering-narrow style)       $75 

Dress pants hem          $15   

Dress pants hem w/ lining        $25 

Dress pants hem w/ cuff        $25 

Dress pants hem cuff w/ lining       $30    

Jumpsuit wide legs hem        $35  

Jeans waist to be taken in        $45  

Jeans waist let out         $55    

Jeans (slimming the width of legs also known as tapering)  $85   

Jeans button to be replaced       $20    

Jeans zipper to be replaced       $45    

Jeans regular hem         $15  

Jeans original hem         $25   

Jeans hole repair         $20



 

Jeans seat and wear repair       $35   

Short waist to be taken in        $45    

Shorts waist to be let out        $55    

Shorts hem          $20  

Belt hole to be added      ($5 each)                                 $5 

Patches to be sewn on     ($20each)                                    $20 

Skirt waist to be taken in        $45     

Skirt waist to be taken in that has lining     $55    

Skirt intake all over (pencil style)      $65    

Skirt intake all over w/ lining (pencil style)    $75    

Skirt length hem         $55     

Skirt length hem w/ lining        $65   

Skirt length let out w/ lining       $75  

Casual dress to be taken in       $95 

Casual dress long length hem       $120   

Dress zipper to be replaced       $85    

Evening/Bridesmaid dress two-layer hem     $135    

Evening/Bridesmaid dress three-layer hem    $145    

Evening/Bridesmaid dress to be taken in     $115   

Package price including all fittings  

(Bridesmaids & Mother of the Bride Alterations)                     $195    

Package price Wedding Gown (Alterations including all fittings)     $1,200 

Between $450.00 up to $1,200.00 

Adding belt/slash/ribbon        $65



 

Adding Bustles (Traditional or French)     ($25.00 each)               $25 

Adding Cups          $35 

 

Custom Made Veils Available in all lengths:                                 $1,000 

(Does not include the cost for lace trim/beading/appliques) 

Between $125.00 to $250.00 

 

Custom Made Evening/Cocktail Dresses                                       $3,000 

          Between $800.00 to $3,000.00 

 

Deconstructing Wedding Gowns:  

We will be happy to meet by appointment to discuss and explore all the 

possibilities available to remake the dress or to create other projects from the 

material. 

 

If you need to get measurements for a company that works with custom made 

orders, please let us know. We will be more than happy to provide this service by 

appointment. We kindly ask to please have the sizing chart from the company to 

be able to address the measurements that will be needed.  

 

To obtain a full assessment on any article of clothing including 

wedding gowns please call or send us an email to schedule a 

complimentary fitting free of charge. 

 

Please know that a 60 % rush fee is added towards each garment that 

requires an expedited completion date. 

 


